Subject: Request for Information Pursuant to ICANN’s Documentary Information Disclosure Policy

Date: Thursday, September 17, 2009 12:28 PM
From: Victoria McEvedy <victoria@mcevedy.eu>
To: "didp@icann.org" <didp@icann.org>

Please treat this as a request under the Policy for Disclosure of the following information.

1. Protocols, regulations, guidelines, codes, contracts or procedures governing Staff and Secretariat interaction with GNSO interested parties and provisions for protection of independence and impartiality of Staff and the Secretariat. Similarly as to CCNSO and ASO.

2. Standard terms in contracts/agreements with Staff and the Secretariat impacting the issues in (1) including contract term periods and identification of the ICANN entity to which the Staff and the Secretariat are contracted and are legally responsible.

3. Protocols, regulations, guidelines, codes, contracts or procedures for publication and transparency and oversight and reporting of Staff activities such as negotiations with GNSO interested parties. Similarly as to Staff and CCNSO and ASO.

4. Dispute or other provisions/procedures that would protect Staff from improper pressures or inducements to prefer a GNSO interested party in their works and protections from retaliation should they refuse or complain.

Thank you and regards,

Victoria McEvedy
Principal
McEvedys
Solicitors and Attorneys
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This email does not create a solicitor-client relationship and no retainer is created by this email communication.
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